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When one discovers the work of an artist and is awakened to a new optic on life, it is a 

moment of radical astonishment. When by chance we visited the Claude Bernard Galerie in 

Paris nearly 3 decades ago and encountered the quiet and poetic art of Gunnar Norrman, we 

knew that enduring relationships would ensue—with the art and the artist, and especially with Andy Fitch 

who has shared Norrman’s art so generously for over 35 years and 16 exhibitions. We have been blessed. 

What a joy to acknowledge Andy’s intelligent eye and support, allowing us to continue to present 

exhibitions of great quality. 

And of course, our memorable visit to Malmö with Ulla and Gunnar: hiking up a steep hill with them 

leading the way and us panting to the crest; the joy of a special repast; Gunnar performing a Scriabin 

piano sonata; and finally, the privilege of watching five primroses gently open at sunset.  

“Memory is more permanent than matter,” Brother Thomas wrote. 

How fortunate are we to share another superb body of works of visual poetry and homage to Nature?

Please enter the world of Gunnar Norrman, feel a true sense of gratitude for the beauty that is Nature, 

and commit to preserving it for future generations. 

—BerNie Pucker, 2022

Kväll (EvEning), 1984
Drypoint, 48 ex.

2.5 x 3.25"
#679
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lanDsKap mED träD (lanDscapE with trEEs), 1965
conté crayon

5.5 x 8"

tallas (pinE riDgE), 1985
Drypoint, 50 ex.

2.5 x 3.25"
#707
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The Grass so little has to do –
A Sphere of simple Green –

With only Butterflies to brood
And Bees to entertain –

And stir all day to pretty Tunes
The Breezes fetch along –

And hold the Sunshine in its lap
And bow to everything –

And thread the Dews, all night, like Pearls –
And make itself so fine

A Duchess were too common
For such a noticing –

And even when it dies – to pass
in Odors so divine –

Like Lowly spices, lain to sleep –
Or Spikenards, perishing –

And then, in Sovereign Barns to dwell –
And dream the Days away,
The Grass so little has to do

i wish i were a Hay –

Emily Dickinson
#333

gräs (grass), 1963
pencil

8 x 4.75"
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palmEr (palm trEE), 1973
pencil
4 x 5.5"

Fyr (lighthousE), 1963
Drypoint, 30 ex.

4.25 x 3.25"
#223
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i will arise and go now, and go to innisfree,
And a small cabin build there, of clay and wattles made;

Nine bean-rows will i have there, a hive for the honey-bee,
And live alone in the bee-loud glade.

And i shall have some peace there, for peace comes dropping slow,
Dropping from the veils of the morning to where the cricket sings;

There midnight’s all a glimmer, and noon a purple glow,
And evening full of the linnet’s wings.

i will arise and go now, for always night and day
i hear lake water lapping with low sounds by the shore;

While i stand on the roadway, or on the pavements grey,
i hear it in the deep heart’s core.

William ButlEr yEats
The Lake Isle of Innisfree

ÅKant (thE riDEr), 1996
Drypoint, 20 ex.

2.75 x 2"
#929
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vÅrvintEr (spring-wintEr), 1961
Drypoint, 3/10

6.75 x 9.25"
#189

sKymning (DusK), 1981
Drypoint, 35/40

4.25 x 5.5"
#557
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i strode along my beaches like a sea, 
The sand before me stretching firm and fair; 

No inland darkness cast its shadow there 
And my long step was gloriously free. 
The careless wind was happy company 

That hurried past and did not question where; 
Yet as i moved i felt a deep despair 

And wonder of the thoughts that came to me. 

For to my face the deep wind brought the scent 
Of flowers i could not see upon the strand; 

And in the sky a silent cloud was blent 
With dreams of my soul’s stillness; and the sand, 
That had been naught to me, now trembled far 

in mystery beneath the evening star.

WallacE stEvEns
sonnet

lomma stranD (lomma bEach), 1957
pencil

4.25 x 7"
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 vÅrKväll (spring EvEning), 1988
Drypoint, 20 ex.

2.75 x 3.25"
#778

grÅväDEr (grEy wEathEr), 1998
Drypoint, 11/14

3 x 2.25"
#971
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One of my wishes is that those dark trees,
So old and firm they scarcely show the breeze,
Were not, as ‘twere, the merest mask of gloom,

But stretched away unto the edge of doom.

i should not be withheld but that some day
into their vastness i should steal away,

Fearless of ever finding open land,
Or highway where the slow wheel pours the sand.

i do not see why i should e’er turn back,
Or those should not set forth upon my track

To overtake me, who should miss me here
And long to know if still i held them dear.

They would not find me changed from him they knew—
Only more sure of all i thought was true.

roBErt Frost
into my own

i sKogEn (in thE ForEst), 1980
conté crayon

8.25 x 6.75"

10
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 st. JEan, 1973
pencil

6.5 x 9.5"

11

 bErgsKullE (mountain hill), 1984
Drypoint, 41/45

2 x 2.25"
#652
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pinJEKronor (pinE crowns), 1983
Drypoint, 38/40

3 x 3.5"
#608

vÅrträD (spring trEEs), 1983
Drypoint, 13/20

7.75 x 5.5"
#636
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stilla aFton (QuiEt EvEning), 1961
pencil

8.25 x 11.75"
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 mot havEt ii (towarDs thE sEa ii), 1990
Drypoint, 35 ex.

3.25 x 2.5"
#830

morgonlJus (morning light), 1999
Drypoint, 7/15

4.5 x 3"
#983
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Swedish artist Gunnar Norrman’s endeavors in art were complemented well by his 
pursuits of music and botany. He was a skilled draughstman, musician, and gardener. 

His delicate and subtle pencil and conté drawings, lithographs, and drypoint etchings are 
like melodic compositions on the simple beauty of nature’s gifts. in 1979, he was awarded 
the Prince eugen Medal by the king of Sweden for his outstanding illustrations found in 
Naturen I Våra Hjärtan, an anthology of poems. Greatly respected in his native Sweden, 
Norrman’s works were featured in the 1997 exhibition titled Modern Scandinavian Prints 
at the British Museum, London. He has also exhibited in the united States, Germany, 
Denmark, Switzerland, england, France, Japan and italy. His works are in the collections 
of the British Museum (London). the Nationalmuseum (Stockholm). and the Metropolitan 
Museum of Art (New York), among others. in 2003, a catalogue raisonné, Gunnar Norrman: 

The Complete Graphic Works, 1941-2001, was published by the Fitch-Febvrel Gallery in New 
York. Norrman died in 2005. 

vintErträD (wintEr trEEs), 1955
pencil

5.25 x 7.75"
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Please visit www.puckergallery.com to view current and past exhibition 
catalogues and subscribe to the Artwork of the Week email list.

DATES:
16 July through 4 September 2022

PuBLic OPeNiNG recePtiON:
16 July 2022, 3 to 6 PM

ONLiNe eveNtS:
Please visit www.puckergallery.com for a list of virtual gatherings and events 

accompanying Enduring Astonishment.

lanDsKap mED träD (lanDscapE with trEEs), 1957
pencil, with dedication in swedish

5.5 x 7.75"

cover:
almar (Elms), 1974

charcoal
23.75 x 18"


